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Cognitive and neurological dysfunctions can severely impact a patient’s daily activities.
In addition to medical treatment, non-invasive transcranial alternating current stimulation
(tACS) has been proposed as a therapeutic technique to improve the functional state
of the brain. Although during the last years tACS was applied in numerous studies
to improve motor, somatosensory, visual and higher order cognitive functions, our
knowledge is still limited regarding the mechanisms as to which type of ACS can affect
cortical functions and altered neuronal oscillations seem to be the key mechanism.
Because alternating current send pulses to the brain at predetermined frequencies, the
online- and after-effects of ACS strongly depend on the stimulation parameters so that
“optimal” ACS paradigms could be achieved. This is of interest not only for neuroscience
research but also for clinical practice. In this study, we summarize recent findings on
ACS-effects under both normal conditions and in brain diseases.
Keywords: transcranial alternating current stimulation, transorbital alternating current stimulation, oscillation,
EEG, synchronization
INTRODUCTION
Patients may suffer from damage to the central nervous system because of a variety of diseases
such as stroke or traumatic brain injury (TBI), neurodegeneration of the brain or the retina,
or genetic predispositions. Depending on which areas of the brain are affected, this will lead
to deficits in motor control, visual perception, language, attention, or memory deficits. These
dysfunctions usually lead to substantial limitations in performing daily life activities, which may
severely impact their quality of life (Dimyan and Cohen, 2011; Gall et al., 2011; Shah et al., 2013).
There is strong evidence that functional recovery occurs due to effective and intensive therapy
beyond the spontaneous, natural recovery (Dimyan and Cohen, 2011; Hamilton et al., 2011; Sabel
et al., 2011b; Shah et al., 2013). In addition to more established methods of behavioral therapy,
other options such as invasive and non-invasive brain stimulation methods have been proposed as
promising possibilities among therapeutic options, with each technique offering its own advantages
and disadvantages (Nizard et al., 2012; Nardone et al., 2014).
Behavioral therapy is believed to recover some of the functions mediated by surviving neurons
or networks (Dobkin, 2005; Sabel et al., 2011b; Perrey, 2013). It involves training (rehabilitation)
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programs where a repetitive, behavioral tasks is carried out to
repetitively stimulate brain areas and thus promote neuroplastic
changes (Musso, 1999; Sabel and Kasten, 2000; Dobkin, 2005;
Breier et al., 2009; Mang et al., 2013; Perrey, 2013). Cognitive
training programs, such as motor skill and strength training
(Jensen et al., 2005), vision restoration training (Kasten et al.,
1998, 2006; Sabel and Gudlin, 2014), language comprehension
training (Rogde et al., 2013), and neuropsychological training of
activities of daily living (Ávila et al., 2004), are safe and effective
rehabilitation methods which can induce functional recovery.
Invasive brain stimulation methods, such as deep brain
stimulation, represent another type of treatment that involves
surgical procedures (Vedam-Mai et al., 2014). Such invasive
methods are considered primarily if other conventional
therapeutic measures have been ineffective (Nizard et al.,
2012). In contrast, non-invasive brain stimulation (NIBS)
methods, recently developed alternatives do not involve
surgery and include different methods such as transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS), transcranial direct current
stimulation (tDCS), transcranial, or transorbital alternating
current stimulation (tACS), and transcranial random noise
stimulation (tRNS). They are realatively inexpensive techniques
requiring no surgery and have the potential to directly influence
cortical activity and indirectly influence subcortical activity,
to induce neuroplastic changes in the brain (Nardone et al.,
2014). Interest has recently developed in the potential of NIBS,
notably transcranial electrical stimulation (tES) (i.e., tDCS,
tACS, and tRNS) to improve brain function or cognitive
abilities in the healthy and diseased brain through distinct
physiological mechanisms that vary according to the type of
tES (Miniussi et al., 2013; Filmer et al., 2014; Santarnecchi
et al., 2015). Essentially, tES methods are associated with the
application of weak electrical currents that are delivered to
the targeted brain area via electrodes placed to the scalp. The
most frequently applied tES method is tDCS. The probable
mechanism of tDCS is the modulation of neuronal membrane
potentials which depend on the polarity of the stimulation, with
anodal tDCS inducing membrane depolarization and cathodal
tDCS inducing membrane hyperpolarization (Creutzfeldt
et al., 1962; Bindman et al., 1964). More recently, tRNS and
tACS have also been suggested as potential tES methods for
modulating brain activity which involves the application of
random electrical frequencies over the cortex (Terney et al.,
2008; Miniussi et al., 2013; Santarnecchi et al., 2015). In
contrast, tACS modulates ongoing neural oscillation at specific
frequencies (Miniussi et al., 2013; Santarnecchi et al., 2015).
In addition to tES methods, transorbital ACS also offers the
potential to modulate ongoing neuronal activity at specific
frequencies primarily in the visual system (Gall et al., 2010,
2011; Fedorov et al., 2011; Sabel et al., 2011a; Schmidt et al.,
2013; Bola et al., 2014). Although, all NIBS methods have the
potential to induce alterations in cortical plasticity, in this
review, we would like to focus on the effects of transcranial and
transorbital ACS in the brain. We chose this focus because the
transcranial and transorbital ACS techniques offer the advantage
of inducing direct cortical alterations in the intrinsic neural
oscillation. Therefore, the aim of this review is to summarize
recent knowledge related to the effects of ACS in the healthy and
diseased brain.
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF ALTERNATING
CURRENT STIMULATION
ACS is a non-invasive stimulation technique that has been less
intensively studied than tDCS and TMS approaches. ACS shares
the same device and montage as tDCS, but uses different current
wave forms (Zaghi et al., 2010). The waveform of the stimulation
changes cyclically over time, with either sinus pulses or square
pulses that penetrate the skull through the electrodes placed over
the surface of the scalp or are transmitted through the eye and
optic nerve to the brain (Zaghi et al., 2010; Gall et al., 2011).
The stimulation electrodes can be placed according to the target
location, which is known as transcranial placement (e.g., Zaehle
et al., 2010), or near the eyeballs, which is known as transorbital
placement (e.g., Gall et al., 2011; see Figure 1). The effects of ACS
at the neuronal level highly depend on the parameters used, i.e.,
current density, frequency range, electrode size, and the location
of the stimulation electrode.
FIGURE 1 | Examples of stimulation electrode placements and neural
oscillation. (A) Transcranial ACS: electrodes were placed over the
parieto-occipital region [P09 (target) and PO10 (reference), according to the
10–10 system]. (B) Transorbital ACS: four stimulation electrodes were
positioned at or near the eyeballs (with eyes closed), and one electrode was
positioned at the occipital pole as the reference electrode. (C) The model
prediction of neural oscillation and neural firing patterns induced by ACS
(adapted from Zaehle et al., 2010; Gall et al., 2011; Battleday et al., 2014).
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MECHANISM OF ACTION
During ACS a specific frequency, or frequency band (e.g., tRNS)
is applied. Most of the applied stimulation frequencies are within
the human EEG frequency range (for a review see, Miniussi et al.,
2012). However, more recently frequencies up to 5 kHz were also
used (Chaieb et al., 2014).
Many studies suggest that ACS can entrain cortical
oscillations. In 2008, Kanai et al. (2008) indicated that tACS
entrains specific EEG frequency bands inducing local oscillatory
activity in a stimulated brain area. Pogosyan et al. (2009) showed
that tACS induced an increase in the EEG coherence at the beta
frequency in the contralateral motor cortex and Zaehle et al.
(2010) reported an increase in EEG spectral power after tACS
involving the individual alpha frequency range in particular,
as compared to the spectral power before ACS at baseline or
during sham stimulation. This finding highlights the possible
link between inherent frequency-specific oscillations and specific
brain functions. Generally, speaking, the brain seems to mirror
the frequencies induced from the outside by the stimulation, i.e.,
a 10Hz stimulation will lead to a 10Hz oscillatory response as
measured by the EEG.
ACS-induced after-effects are assumed to arise from synaptic-
level processes (Nardone et al., 2014). Synaptic plasticity refers
to the ability of synapses to modify transmission efficacy or
strength due to experience over time (Citri and Malenka, 2008).
Synaptic plasticity not only plays an important role during early
development but is also involved in brain functional recovery
(Citri and Malenka, 2008). The two principle mechanisms that
operate at the synaptic level are long-term potentiation (LTP)
(i.e., synchronous signal transmission resulting in an increase
in synaptic strength) and its opposite, long-term depression
(LTD) (Citri and Malenka, 2008; Zaehle et al., 2010). In the
healthy brain, the neuronal network ideally operates in a rather
synchronous fashion. However, in patients with neurological
disorders, alterations of the neuronal network and loss of
brain cells and their connections may cause disturbances
of synchronous firing (“desynchroniziation”); therefore,
neuronal resynchronization is the goal to achieve functional
improvement.
An ACS frequency that matches the endogenous frequency
could entrain network oscillations (Zaehle et al., 2010; Herrmann
et al., 2013; Reato et al., 2013; Battleday et al., 2014). For
example, Zaehle et al. (2010) applied tACS to the simple
spiking neuronal network at 10Hz, which probably successfully
increased the synapse strength. Recently, Vossen et al. (2015)
reported increased EEG alpha power after tACS when the
driven frequencies were at or above the individual alpha
frequency (IAF) but not below IAF. Comparing EEG alpha
power between phase continuity conditions (i.e., short, phase-
continuous condition; long, phase-continuous condition; and
long, phase-discontinuous condition) after tACS revealed no
significant difference. Therefore, the after-effects of tACS were
independent of phase continuity. Phase-locked alpha oscillation
during tACS was not observed oﬄine. From these findings, the
authors proposed that tACS induced short term plasticity in the
alpha activity rather than entrainment activity.
In addition, with regard to the physiological mechanism of
tACS in humans reported by Zaehle et al. (2010) and Vossen
et al. (2015), evidence was also provided by in vivo and in vitro
animal studies performed by Fröhlich and McCormick (2010),
Reato et al. (2010), Ozen et al. (2010), and Ali et al. (2013).
Fröhlich and McCormick (2010) applied ACS intracranially in
ferret cortical slices. Slow oscillations (physiological activity; i.e.,
up and down states) were induced spontaneously in in vitro slice
preparations and remained preserved in in vivo-like artificial
cerebrospinal fluid. The findings from recorded multi-unit
activity revealed that AC fields were able to modulate the
neuronal membrane voltage (i.e., up and down states). The AC
fields applied at various frequencies revealed potential entraining
slow oscillations, a stimulation frequency close to the endogenous
frequency induced slow oscillations that were more periodic.
However, Fröhlich and McCormick (2010) demonstrated only
the effect of weak ACS when the stimulation electrode was
placed intracranially. The question is whether the effect on
neural activity remains the same when weak ACS penetrates
the skull. To answer this question, Ozen et al. (2010) delivered
ACS at a different frequency range (0.8–1.7Hz) on the surface
of the skull and simultaneously recorded intracranial neural
activity in anesthetized rats. The authors demonstrated that ACS
entrained 20 and 16%units in the cortical and hippocampal areas,
respectively. The percentage of phase-locked neurons induced
by ACS was intensity-dependent. The intensities that effectively
phase-locked the spikes induced intracellular polarization values
of 2–3mV. An intracranial electrical field as low as 1V/m
was enough to synchronize neuronal spiking to an applied
sinusoidal current. Apart from that, it was suggested that the
value of stimulation intensity affected the number of spiking
neurons recruited. They reported increased spiking activity with
increased stimulation intensity. Reato et al. (2010) stimulated
the CA3 region of rat hippocampal slices using ACS. The
authors used 20µM carbachol to induce neural oscillations in
the gamma frequency band (25–35Hz) in the CA3 region of the
hippocampus. The recorded local field potentials showed that
ACS modulated the oscillatory activity in a frequency-dependent
manner. The application of ACS at a low frequency (7Hz, 1V/m)
significantly modulated gamma power. This was induced by low
frequency ACS, suggesting that it reflected changes in firing
rate within the stimulation cycles. However, a net zero change
in the firing rate of the gamma cycles (i.e., symmetric power
modulation) indicated a rate-limiting property of the excitatory-
inhibitory loop.
Additionally, the application of electrical stimulation at the
endogenous frequency and at low amplitude (0.2 V/m) also
revealed increased coherence of the spiking time. Based on these
results, the authors suggested that ACS is able to modulate the
firing rate, spiking time and excitation-inhibition balance in
neurons. Ali et al. (2013) later demonstrated how ACSmodulates
both time and space dynamics in large-scale network dynamics of
spiking neurons. Multi-unit activity was recorded in anesthetized
ferrets to verify the findings obtained from the computational
model. The results showed that tACS effectively entrained
neuronal oscillation when the stimulation frequency was close
to the intrinsic frequency of the networks (3Hz). Moreover,
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the entrainment time was dependent on the onset phase of
the oscillatory stimulation relative to the intrinsic network
oscillation; the minimum entrainment time was observed at an
onset phase of pi. In line with previous results, the authors
demonstrated that tACS modulates the neuronal networks in a
phase- and frequency-dependent manner.
The above mentioned results demonstrate the possible
physiological mechanisms that underlie tACS. However, the
physiological mechanisms that underlie transorbital ACS still
remain unclear. Recently, Foik et al. (2015) investigated the
physiological mechanisms of transorbital ACS in rats. They
found that neural activity originated from the retina and
subsequently flowed through the visual pathway. They suggested
that the increased synchronization of neural activity induced
by transorbital ACS is likely a result of increased efficiency in
the transfer of information and accelerated processing (Lesica
et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2010) from the retina flowing through
the lateral geniculate nucleus and subsequently, toward the
cortical networks. By placing the stimulation electrodes around
the eyeball, the authors implied that the plasticity induced by
ACS is more effective when it starts in the early stages of visual
processing, which is consistent with the results by Sergeeva et al.
(2012). However, further experiments are still needed to address
some issues that may induce the modulation of neural oscillation
by transorbital ACS [for example, direct effects on the ongoing
neural oscillation from other structures and the configurations of
the stimulation electrodes (i.e., eye-eye and eye-neck) (Foik et al.,
2015)].
In summary, the above mentioned physiological mechanisms
suggest that transcranial ACS likely modulates neural oscillation
focally in several brain areas, while transorbital ACS is likely
effective in modulating the neural oscillation of visual networks.
Indeed, both locations of the stimulation electrode (i.e., either
transcranial placement or transorbital placement) have potential
for modulating brain activity. However, future research is crucial
to fully understand the mechanisms involved in both types of
stimulation electrode placement, as no research comparing the
physiological mechanisms of transcranial and transorbital ACS
has been published to date.
Here, we highlighted evidence demonstrating that ACS
can entrain neuronal network activity at different stimulation
frequencies (Fröhlich and McCormick, 2010; Reato et al., 2010;
Zaehle et al., 2010; Vossen et al., 2015) and that synchronized
neural oscillation was effectively obtained when the stimulating
frequency matched the intrinsic frequency of cortical networks
(Fröhlich and McCormick, 2010; Reato et al., 2010; Zaehle
et al., 2010). To summarize, ACS is thought to entrain
brain oscillatory activity by increasing the number of neurons
firing synchronously with the stimulation frequency, potentially
inducing restoration after brain damage.
NEUROMODULATION BY ACS AND
EFFECTS ON BEHAVIOR
Because tACS tends to modulate ongoing oscillatory activity in
the brain in a frequency-specificmanner (Antal and Paulus, 2013;
Herrmann et al., 2013) the question arises which stimulation
parameters are critical for cortical modulation. This includes
stimulation parameters such as stimulation duration, intensity,
and electrode size. Examples of ACS studies in the healthy and
diseased brain are listed in Table 1. Below, we summarize the
previous findings of various experimental paradigms (e.g., motor,
visual, somatosensory, and higher cognitive function).
With regard to the primary motor cortex (Antal et al., 2008;
Moliadze et al., 2010; Feurra et al., 2011a; Chaieb et al., 2014)
it has been demonstrated that tACS selectively modulates brain
oscillations depending on the stimulation parameters. In a study
by Antal et al. (2008), ACS duration of 5–10min with various
frequencies (1, 10, 15, 30, and 45Hz) and sham-stimulation
were delivered over the left motor cortex in healthy subjects.
The results suggest that 10Hz tACS improves implicit motor
learning slightly but does not alter cortical excitability, measured
by eliciting motor-evoked potentials with TMS. In this study,
for safety reasons, each subject was required to complete a
questionnaire. Although, a few of the subjects experienced minor
side-effects, such as light burning sensations under the electrode
and mild headaches, none of them reported transient side-
effects in 1–2 weeks follow-up. Feurra et al. (2011a) applied
shorter stimulation duration of 90 s at different ACS frequencies
(5, 10, 20, and 40Hz) and sham stimulation over the left
motor cortex in healthy subjects. Additionally, 20Hz ACS and
sham stimulation were delivered over the right parietal cortex
for control stimulation, while 5 and 20Hz were delivered on
the right forearm (ulnar nerve) for peripheral control. The
findings indicated that only ACS delivered at 20Hz over the
left motor cortex induced increased excitability as compared to
other experimental conditions. With regard to the peripheral
stimulation, no differences in the average amplitude of the
compound muscle action potential were reported.
Schutter and Hortensius (2011) combined different ACS
frequencies, i.e., delta (1–3Hz), theta (4–7Hz), alpha (8–12Hz),
and beta (13–30Hz), over the left and right motor cortex in
healthy subjects, to examine the associations between brain
rhythms and cortical excitability. A linear regression analysis
showed that the MEP amplitude in the primary motor cortex
were modeled by theta and beta frequency range; therefore, the
authors extended the study with combined frequencies, including
theta-beta (5 and 20Hz; for 5min per frequency) and alpha-
alpha (10Hz for 10min) over the primary motor cortex to
examine the effects of the different designs. Cortical excitability
increased after theta-beta frequency stimulation but not for
alpha-alpha frequency stimulation. Stimulation in the theta and
beta frequency ranges appears to contribute to increased cortical
excitability; however, the specific contribution of each applied
frequency is unknown.
Interestingly, Moliadze et al. (2010) found that higher
frequency ACS (140 and 250Hz, for 10min) delivered over
the representation of the right first dorsal interosseous muscle
(M1) in healthy subjects can also modulate cortical excitability.
Stimulation at 140Hz increased M1 excitability, and that this
after-effect persisted for up to 1 h inMEP amplitudes. Stimulation
at 250Hz increased MEP amplitudes during stimulation, but the
increase in M1 excitability was sustained for only a short period
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(>5min) after stimulation. No effects were reported at 80Hz
stimulation.
Chaieb et al. (2014) took one step further by applying tACS
at 5 kHz to healthy subjects, even if it is clearly beyond the
range of EEG. After application of ACS at 5 kHz for 10min
over the primary motor cortex a small reduction of delta activity
was observed (Chaieb et al., 2014). This delta band oscillation
reduction was proposed to be associated with performance
enhancement (Wirth et al., 2011; Chaieb et al., 2014).
Voluntary movement studies (Pogosyan et al., 2009; Joundi
et al., 2012; Wach et al., 2013) have reported the existence of
task-specificity in brain oscillation. Go/no-go tasks (Joundi et al.,
2012) performed after 20 and 70Hz ACS over the left motor
cortex in healthy subject indicated that opposite effects exist
at these frequencies. Seventy Hertz tACS has been reported to
increase performance in Go trials and to be ineffective during
errors following no-go cues. However, 20Hz tACS showed the
opposite results: the participant’s movements were slower during
tACS, which was consistently reported in at least two studies (e.g.,
Pogosyan et al., 2009; Wach et al., 2013).
Apart from motor studies, ACS techniques are also used
to explore brain rhythms and cortical excitability in visual
processing (Herrmann et al., 2013). For example, Kanai et al.
(2008) applied tACS to demonstrate the visibility of sensations of
light (phosphenes) and the manipulation of cortical oscillations
over the visual cortex under two light conditions (light and dark).
Here, participants were stimulated by tACS at different intensities
(125, 250, 500, 750, and 1000µA) with different frequencies (4,
8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 30, and 40Hz) in a random
order. Under the light condition, perception of phosphenes was
most effective in the beta frequency range (14–20Hz), whereas
in the dark condition, phosphenes were most effectively induced
by alpha frequency stimulation (10–12Hz). However, it remains
to be seen if the phosphenes were evoked by cortical or retinal
stimulation (or both). Recently, several studies attempted to
address the crucial concern raised by Paulus (2010) regarding
the potential contribution of retinal stimulation in visual
cortex excitability (Schutter and Hortensius, 2010). Schutter
and Hortensius (2010) delivered tACS at various frequencies
(2, 10, and 20Hz; 10 s duration of tACS; dimly lit room) in
healthy subjects to examine the possibility of retinal influences
on phosphenes. They reported more intense phosphenes during
the frontalis-vertex montage than the occiput-vertex montage.
Based on this result, they hypothesized the existence of volume
conduction effects of the scalp. To support this hypothesis,
a second experiment was performed to examine the voltage-
related potentials from three different electrode placements
(chantus, supra-orbital, and sub-orbital regions of the right
eye). They reported that higher voltage-related potentials were
measured with electrodes that were placed closer to the eye,
therefore having greater potential for subjects to see more
intense phosphenes. This evidence of voltage-related potentials
demonstrates retinal contributions. However, supporting the
subthreshold cortical stimulation hypotheses, Kanai et al. (2010)
extended their studies to assess the modulation of the visual
cortical excitability during tACS at various frequencies (5, 10,
20, and 40Hz) that had been previously measured with TMS
(measuring phosphene thresholds). Although ACS at 20Hz
increased the excitability of the visual cortex, no effect was
observed for the other frequencies (5, 10, and 40Hz). Hence, a
contribution of retinal stimulation on the activation of the visual
cortex remains possible.
In 2010, Zaehle et al. (2010) reported the first direct
electrophysiological evidence of ACS effects on neuronal
oscillatory activity in the visual cortex. In healthy subjects, ACS
stimulation in the alpha frequency range (8–12Hz) resulted
in an increased EEG alpha power when compared to sham
stimulation. In addition, Neuling et al. (2013) revealed that EEG
after-effects depended on individual endogenous alpha power.
Thus, tACS was only effective in influencing alpha power under
conditions of low endogenous individual alpha power (open
eyes) when compared to high endogenous individual alpha power
(closed eyes). Recently, Vossen et al. (2015) observed increased
EEG alpha power after tACS, particularly with long intermittent
tACS (8 s) in comparison to short intermittent tACS (3 s). The
EEG alpha power after tACS did not differ based on phase-
continuity (short phase-continuous, long phase-continuous, and
long phase-discontinuous). However, the phase-locking results
showed that the synchronization of neural oscillation was
not long-lasting, indicating that tACS induced plasticity in
neuronal networks. This finding may also have relevance for
the application of transorbital ACS, which will be discussed
later.
Non-invasive ACS approaches have now demonstrated their
potential as a therapeutic application for visual system damage,
yet, so far there are only few studies (Chibisova et al., 2001;
Fedorov et al., 2005, 2011; Gall et al., 2011; Sabel et al., 2011a). In
early studies of transorbital ACS, small electrical currents were
non-invasively applied to the eyeball area to stimulate visual
pathway structures and the striate cortex (Chibisova et al., 2001;
Fedorov et al., 2005). A few years after these initial studies,
a clinical observational study on repetitive transorbital ACS
(rtACS) was conducted that summarized data of 446 patients
with optic nerve lesions (Fedorov et al., 2011). Here, a 10-day
course of rtACS improved visual acuity and increased the size
of visual fields in both eyes. During rtACS, frequency ranges are
applied between the low alpha and flicker fusion frequencies (i.e.,
frequencies that induce a constant perception of light instead
of distinct flickering phosphenes). EEG power spectra analysis
revealed increased alpha power at occipital sites (Sabel et al.,
2011a; Schmidt et al., 2013) indicating increased synchronization
in the neural network after rtACS.
In a controlled randomized trial contrasting rtACS and sham-
stimulation, vision restoration was observed only in the ACS-
group, as indicated by a significant improvement in the visual
field detection deficit, reduced reaction times, and increased
visual acuity (Sabel et al., 2011a). Visual improvements were seen
primarily in areas of residual vision, which is consistent with the
residual vision activation theory (Sabel et al., 2011b). Ten-day
application of rtACS resulted in long-term changes to impaired
visual fields, as indicated by stable visual improvements observed
at a 2 month follow-up. Moreover, improved visual functioning
and vision-related quality of life in optic neuropathy after rtACS
were reported (Gall et al., 2011).
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Concerning the mechanisms of function beyond power
spectra changes, rtACS effects in functional networks are
beneficial for further understanding the underlying mechanisms
of ACS. Bola et al. (2014) examined the alpha band functional
connectivity and studied rtACS effects on perceptual functioning.
Subjects with visual impairments due to optic nerve lesions
had lower power of oscillatory activity, decreased strength of
short- and long-range functional connectivity, and less clustered
patterns of functional connectivity networks in comparison with
a healthy control group. In those patients where either rtACS
or sham treatment improved vision they observed increased
alpha band functional connectivity and a modified the network
topology indicating that synchronization within non-affected
networks might also be relevant for vision restoration (Bola et al.,
2014).
Besides being used in the visual system, ACS techniques also
have the potential as a therapeutic application in Parkinson
disease (PD). PD is a progressive movement disorder, that occurs
when neurons in the brain, particularly in the substantia nigra
begin to lose their function (Beitz, 2014; Gröger et al., 2014).
Neurons in the substantia nigra are responsible for producing
the neurotransmitter dopamine, which plays an important role
for planning and regulating body movement (Arias-Carrión
et al., 2010) and which mediate reward (Ilango et al., 2014)
The reduced activity or death of neurons in the substantia
nigra cause a reduction of dopamine content in the brain that
influences a person’s ability to control movement normally
(Kourtidou et al., 2015). Since motor activity is associated with
changes in beta frequency oscillations (Davis et al., 2012), beta-
band stimulation has been suggested to modulate oscillatory
activity in PD (Schnitzler and Gross, 2005). In 2013, Brittain
et al. (2013) applied tACS over the motor cortex in patients
diagnosed with tremor-dominant PD. Interestingly, tACS was
most effective at the individual tremor frequency for inducing
cortical phase cancellation (i.e., to suppress the resting tremor
amplitude). Krause et al. (2013) studied the effects of 10 and
20Hz ACS and sham-ACS in PD patients and healthy controls.
In PD patients, after-effects appeared after 20Hz tACS but not
in the other conditions: the application of 20Hz tACS reduced
the beta band cortico-muscular coherence amplitude during
isometric contraction and amplitude variation during fast finger
tapping in PD patients, but not in healthy control subjects. In
healthy subjects, effects found by Krause et al. (2013) differed
from those seen in previous studies; possibly due to the higher
age of participants and smaller differences in the applied tACS
methodology (e.g., stimulation duration, (Krause et al., 2013)
15min, (Wach et al., 2013) 10min). However, the results revealed
that transcranial beta-band ACS could modulate motor-cortical
oscillation in PD patients, and that this technique has potential
in PD therapy.
Previous findings of ACS are not restricted tomotor and visual
effects, but were also reported in the somatosensory modality
(Feurra et al., 2011b). Feurra et al. (2011b) delivered tACS at
35 different frequencies ranging from 2 to 70Hz in randomized
order. Subjects were asked to rate the strength of tactile sensation.
The findings indicated that transcranial ACS induced stronger
tactile sensation at an alpha frequency range (10–14Hz) and high
gamma range (52–70Hz) when compared to other stimulation
frequencies.
Furthermore, tACS was observed to modify higher cognitive
function (Polanía et al., 2012; Sela et al., 2012). Polanía
et al. (2012) delivered 6Hz tACS over the left prefrontal
and parietal cortices (F3 and P3, respectively) with a relative
0◦ (“synchronized” condition) or 180◦ (“desynchronized”
condition) phase difference compared to sham stimulation to
investigate reaction times during a memory task in healthy
subjects. In this study, tACS was administrated during a delayed
letter discrimination task. Reaction times were longer in the
desynchronized condition than in the sham condition. Sela et al.
(2012) applied theta band transcranial ACS while investigating
risk-taking behavior using a balloon analog risk task (BART).
The BART is a computerized task designed to stimulate real-
world risk behavior, such as gambling, that confers greater risk
to wins and greater risk to losses. In the task, the participants
are presented with balloons and given the opportunity to win
a prize by obtaining a large number of points by pumping the
balloon. The accumulated points depend on the decision made
by participant to either keep pumping and risk explosion or
stop pumping after each pump. In this study, tACS was applied
at 6.5Hz over the left or right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(DLPFC). Healthy subjects were randomized into three different
stimulation groups with different electrode positions: left DLPFC,
right DLPFC, or sham stimulation (with left DLPFC or right
DLPFC montage). No transcranial ACS effects were reported
for the right DLPFC and sham conditions; however, sequential
losses of the chance to win a prize increased during the tACS
stimulation over the left DLPFC. The authors suggested that the
subjects experienced a reduced ability to process and adjust their
actions based on errors or negative feedback in this condition.
The authors proposed that theta band ACS could modulate
decision-making. Santarnecchi et al. (2013) applied transcranial
ACS while performing Raven’s Advances Progressive Matrices
(RAPM) in healthy subjects. RAPM is a nonverbal intelligence
test to determine the individual fluid intelligence, which is the
ability to understand and solve problems. In the intelligence
test, the stimulus features, approximately 3000 matrices with
a mixture of different shapes, colors and orientations, were
presented in the form of a 3 × 3 × 3 matrix. The subjects were
given a maximum of 60 s to recognize the missing component
that completed a pattern. The correct response could be deduced
based on the type and number of analogical operations (matrices
with one, two, or three relations and logic trials). During the
intelligence test, the participants were stimulated by ACS at
different frequencies (5, 10, 20, and 40Hz) and sham stimulation
in a random order. The stimulation electrodes were placed over
the left middle frontal gyrus. Stimulation at 40Hz was associated
with improved performance (i.e., decreased response time),
especially for more complex trials (logic trial), in comparison to
sham and other stimulation frequencies. The authors proposed
that gamma band stimulation could enhance fluid intelligence
abilities in cognitive tasks. Lustenberger et al. (2015) applied
ACS at 10Hz and sham stimulation over the bilateral frontal
cortex while performing the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking
(TTCT) to determine the effect of 10Hz on creative thinking
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in healthy subjects. The findings showed that 10Hz transcranial
ACS increased creativity index scores in comparison to sham
stimulation. Improvements in individual creativity subscales
(i.e., fluency, originality, elaboration, abstractness of titles and
resistance to premature closures) were also observed for 10Hz
transcranial ACS relative to sham stimulation. Subsequently,
to rule out possible effects of frequency-specific modulation of
creativity, Lustenberger et al. (2015) extended their study in a
second experiment. Here, the authors applied transcranial ACS at
40Hz delivered over the bilateral frontal cortex while performing
the TTCT. No improvements in the creativity index score
were observed for 40Hz transcranial ACS compared to sham
stimulation. No significant differences in individual creativity
subscales were observed for 40Hz transcranial ACS compared to
sham stimulation. Based on those two experiments, the authors
proposed that the application of transcranial ACS at alpha band
frequencies (10Hz) could improve creative thinking.
As it was summarized above, evidence that ACS can
modulate cortical oscillation has been shown in a number of
studies. However, most of the studies focused on and reported
electrophysiological findings based on the after-effects of the
stimulation. Helfrich et al. (2014) successfully demonstrated
the online electrophysiological effects of tACS using a visual
task. In their study 20min of 10Hz tACS was delivered over
the parietal-occipital cortex and concurrent EEG was recorded.
tACS induced an increase of parieto-occipital alpha activity and
synchronized cortical oscillation between intrinsic frequencies
and entrainment frequencies. Interestingly, alpha power during
stimulation was significantly correlated with the relative increase
in alpha power after stimulation. This was interpreted as
power enhancement induced by tACS, which outlasted the
stimulation. Additionally, they showed that tACS modulates
targeted detection performance in a phase dependent fashion of
exogenous alpha oscillation.
SAFETY ISSUES
Previous studies demonstrated that non-invasive brain
stimulation, including ACS, is safe with a fairly low risk of
side-effects if used within the allowed safety limits (Nitsche et al.,
2003, 2008; Poreisz et al., 2007; Bikson et al., 2009; Brunoni
et al., 2011). To limit the probability of side effects and adverse
implications, various safety limits have been defined, such as the
highest current density, charge density, stimulation duration and
stimulation frequency (Nitsche et al., 2003, 2008; Poreisz et al.,
2007; Bikson et al., 2009). Only minor side effects have been
reported by subjects, including a light itching sensation under
the electrode or sponge during stimulation, tingling, a burning
sensation, mild headache, nausea, and fatigue (Nitsche et al.,
2003, 2008; Poreisz et al., 2007; Bikson et al., 2009; Brunoni et al.,
2011). In the case of transorbital ACS, no serious side effects
were observed during clinical trials (Gall et al., 2011; Sabel et al.,
2011a). Although, the side effects of ACS are considered to be
mild, the side effects of repetitive ACS application and even a
single session of ACS have not been fully clarified. Therefore,
future studies are needed to further investigate the safety of these
methods, as few publications on this topic are currently available.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The biggest challenge for the progression of neuroprotection
and neurorehabilitation is to maximize the benefits of the
available treatment methods. A number of methods that offer
the potential to enhance cognitive function, such as behavioral
therapy (Ávila et al., 2004; Jensen et al., 2005; Kasten et al.,
2006; Rogde et al., 2013; Sabel and Gudlin, 2014), deep brain
stimulation (Nizard et al., 2012; Vedam-Mai et al., 2014), tDCS
(Nitsche and Paulus, 2000; Antal et al., 2004; Liebetanz et al.,
2009; Liu et al., 2014; Miller et al., 2015), tRNS (Terney et al.,
2008; Chaieb et al., 2009; Fertonani et al., 2011; Romanska
et al., 2015), tACS (Antal et al., 2008; Kanai et al., 2008;
Pogosyan et al., 2009; Moliadze et al., 2010; Paulus, 2010;
Schutter and Hortensius, 2010, 2011; Zaehle et al., 2010;
Feurra et al., 2011a; Sela et al., 2012; Neuling et al., 2013;
Wach et al., 2013; Chaieb et al., 2014) and transorbital ACS
(Fedorov et al., 2005; Gall et al., 2011; Sabel et al., 2011a;
Schmidt et al., 2013; Bola et al., 2014), are currently available.
However, more recently, NIBS methods, especially tES (i.e.,
tDCS, tACS, and tRNS) (Miniussi et al., 2013; Filmer et al.,
2014; Santarnecchi et al., 2015) and transorbital ACS (Fedorov
et al., 2005; Gall et al., 2011; Sabel et al., 2011a; Schmidt
et al., 2013; Bola et al., 2014) have offered clear benefits
for neuroprotection and neurorehabilitation. Various studies
have highlighted the potential of electrical brain stimulation
to improve cognitive function through distinct physiological
mechanisms. For example, tDCS induces changes in cortical
excitability depending on the polarity of stimulation (Miniussi
et al., 2013; Filmer et al., 2014; Santarnecchi et al., 2015),
tRNS modifies cognitive performance depending on the applied
frequency range (Miniussi et al., 2013; Santarnecchi et al.,
2015) and transcranial and transorbital ACS modulate cortical
excitability at specific frequencies (Antal et al., 2008; Antal
and Paulus, 2013; Herrmann et al., 2013; Miniussi et al.,
2013; Santarnecchi et al., 2015). Consequently, there is rapidly
developing interest in implementing electrical brain stimulation
techniques therapeutically to reduce cognitive impairment e.g.,
in patients with TBI.
In addition to NIBS, pharmacological approaches also have
potential as treatment methods for cognitive deficits (Schmoll
et al., 2003; Buga et al., 2012). For example, Buga et al. (2012)
and Schmoll et al. (2003) applied pentylenetetrazole (PTZ) for a
25-day period in rats and demonstrated a potential benefit for
inducing brain plasticity. A 25-day PTZ treatment was capable
of generating new neurons (Schmoll et al., 2003; Buga et al.,
2012). Buga et al. (2012) suggested that PTZ treatment can
modulate changes in brain activity e.g., in epilepsy. However,
the exact mechanisms of PTZ’ action with regard to the
neurogenesis are still unclear. Based on the potential benefits
of repetitive PTZ application and NIBS, such as rtACS, in
neuroprotection and neurorehabilitation, both methodologies
have the potential to influence brain plasticity. However, NIBS,
specifically transcranial and transorbital ACS are non-invasive
applications, they can modify brain plasticity focally without
involving any injections, and therefore probably with less side
effects.
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SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTION
The number of studies using NIBS techniques such as TMS and
tDCS, have increased rapidly in the past 20 years. More recently,
transcranial and transorbital ACS is a relatively new NIBS
methods that can modulate brain rhythm activity has rapidly
growing interest. The evidence presented indicates promising
effects of ACS in various experiments, such as motor (Antal et al.,
2008; Pogosyan et al., 2009; Moliadze et al., 2010; Feurra et al.,
2011a; Schutter and Hortensius, 2011; Wach et al., 2013; Chaieb
et al., 2014), visual (Fedorov et al., 2005; Kanai et al., 2008; Paulus,
2010; Schutter and Hortensius, 2010; Zaehle et al., 2010; Gall
et al., 2011; Sabel et al., 2011a; Neuling et al., 2013; Schmidt et al.,
2013; Bola et al., 2014), somatosensory (Feurra et al., 2011b) and
higher cognitive functions (Polanía et al., 2012; Sela et al., 2012).
To date, only a limited number of studies have reported
the beneficial effects of ACS in clinical populations, such as
in patients with PD (Brittain et al., 2013; Krause et al., 2013)
and with visual impairment (Fedorov et al., 2011; Gall et al.,
2011; Sabel et al., 2011a; Bola et al., 2014). Despite the reported
positive effects of ACS, less is known about the mechanisms and
function reorganization. There may also be other mechanisms
at work which are independent of neuronal oscillatory activity,
such as blood flow coupling and brain metabolic activity changes.
Therefore, more research is needed in order e.g., to discover
the synaptic mechanisms involved and to find the optimal
stimulation protocols and parameters not only in research but
also in clinical practice. ACS has the potential to become one
of the new options in the therapeutic field of brain stimulation
with a fairly low risk of side-effects. For future studies, we
suggest combining functional neuroimaging methods (such as
functional magnetic resonance imaging) and ACS to investigate
the immediate and after-effects. Until now only a limited number
of combined experiments was reported using tDCS (Antal et al.,
2011; Holland et al., 2011; Clark et al., 2012; Meinzer et al., 2014)
and tRNS (Chaieb et al., 2009). This is a particularly interesting
approach that can providemore information about the functional
activation and interaction between brain regions and their
modulation by ACS. Knowledge about the spatial (activation
area), temporal and activation strength (signal intensity) effects
in relevant brain regions would complement results from
electrophysiological and behavioral measures.
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